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Roof Installation Guide
FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
Be sure to read the entire instructions before you begin.

Before you begin:
Locate the shipping pallet that contains the Energy Saver FP
System installation packet. The pallet will be indicated by a
marked sticker.
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It will contain:
• Jobsite Cutlist - Used to inventory all
Energy Saver fabric/components and
unfaced insulation rolls. Additionally, it will
indicate where the products are to be
installed on your project.
• Installation Instructions - These will be
used to explain the steps involved with
the Energy Saver FP rooftop installation.
• Packing Slip(s) - The carrier’s paperwork
detailing delivered materials.
Please be sure to inventory all materials and
mark any shortages.
The pallet(s) will also contain the accessories needed for the successful completion of the fabric liner system:
Energy Saver
Banding Clips

1¼” metal
tek screws

¾” metal tek
screws with
washer

1-gallon can(s)
solvent-based
adhesive

Applicator
brush

Patch
tape

Energy Saver
adhesive tape

Energy Saver Fabric (bagged and labeled
with size and installation locations)

Energy Saver
banding dispenser

Energy Saver banding

WARNINGS
The Energy Saver FP system meets the requirements for leading edge fall protection for the assembly of metal decking/roofing under
OSHA Title 29 C.F.R. § 1926.754 and OSHA Title 29 C.F.R. § 1926.502 when properly installed by a Silvercote certified installer, who is an
OSHA “Qualified Person” as defined by OSHA Title 29 C.F.R. § 1926.751.
The Energy Saver FP system provides fall protection at the leading edge only and is just one component of a total fall protection plan for
the job. Other means of fall protection are still required within six feet (6’) of any exterior roof edge, roof opening, or common rafter where
the system has not been installed in both bays. Other means of fall protection must always be used with the Energy Saver FP system in
those areas.
The Energy Saver FP system is not intended to be stepped into or walked upon. The system is designed for only single-use leading edge
fall protection. In the event of a fall, the Energy Saver FP fall protection system cannot be relied upon to provide leading edge fall protection
or falling object protection until the fabric and banding are replaced with new components.
The Energy Saver FP system is not recommended for high humidity applications and should never be used in buildings housing pools or
open sources of water.
If project includes Energy Saver walls, special consideration may be required at eave strut. See Energy Saver wall install instruction details.
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1. Parallel Banding Installation

1.1 Install a series of parallel (longitudinal) bands within each purlin space. It is required that two bands be
installed in the eave and ridge spaces. For the remaining purlin spaces 48” or greater, install two bands per
space; for purlin spaces less than 48”, install one band per space.
VIEW FROM ABOVE
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48” or greater, install two bands
Less than 48”,
install one band

Two bands

Ridg

e

Two bands

WARNING
If your project includes Energy Saver walls, special consideration may be required at eave strut for the roof and
wall connection. Determine which wall system your are using then see appropiate technical connection detail
avaliable seperatly Energy Saver roof to Energy Saver wall or Energy Saver roof to MBI walls.
Do not splice parallel bands. If the banding is not long enough to install in one piece for the length of the building,
follow the instructions in the Technical Detail at page 7 for the proper installation procedure.

1-¼” tek screw

4”-6”

1.3 Fasten these bands to the top flange of endwall rafters only, using a single 1-1/4” metal tek screw and
banding clip. Pull banding hand-tight to far endwall rafter and secure in the same manner as above.
*Do not fasten parallel bands to intermediate rafters, as the System will not offer leading edge fall protection. If parallel bands are not
fastened to intermediate rafters, the system will offer leading edge fall protection within 6’0” of the rafters, provided that the System
(fabric included) is completely installed in both bays sharing a common intermediate rafter.
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2. Perpendicular Banding Installation
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VIEW FROM BELOW
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2.1 Starting exactly six (6”) inches from the rafter edge install a series of perpendicular (cross) bands
to the bottom flange of the eave strut.

Banding clip
4”-6”

¾” tek screw
with washer
2.2 Fasten these bands to the bottom flange of the eave strut, using a single ¾” metal tek screw and banding
clip. Pull banding hand-tight while making sure to remove twists. Insert the steel banding through the
banding clip and extend approximately 4-6” beyond the clip. The banding and clip should be fully secured,
tightened, and flush with the surface (See Banding Clip detail for technical specifics).

2.3 Remaining perpendicular bands
should be evenly spaced no
more than 60” inches on center.
Bands should be woven above
every 6th parallel band and
above both bands in the ridge
space.
If perpendicular banding splicing
is required, refer to Energy
Saver Banding Field Splice
Detail (in this document).

VIEW FROM BELOW
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No more than 60”
on center

Weave every
5th parallel band
6th

3. Fabric Installation
VIEW FROM ABOVE
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3.1

3.2
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3.1 Unwrap and position the Energy Saver support fabric between the two ridge purlins of a double slope
building with the finished (usually white) side facing down.
3.2 Pull one edge of the fabric beneath the purlins toward the eave strut
3.3 Temporarily attach to the eave strut with c-clamps.
3.4 Flip the fabric bundle over so that the material deploys from the top of the bundle and repeat the process,
working towards the other eave strut.
NOTE: If installing on a single slope building, unwrap and position the fabric near the high side eave strut and
repeat the above steps.

VIEW FROM BELOW
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¾” tek screw
with washer

3.5 Once the fabric is smooth and square to the bay, proceed from the eave strut towards the ridge, screwing
the perpendicular bands into the bottom of each intersected purlin with supplied ¾” metal tek screw.
3.6 Continue to smooth the fabric throughout this process. If sheeting only one slope, the last fastener is
installed into the far ridge purlin with a ¾” TEK screw. If both slopes will be sheeted simultaneously,
continue from the ridge down the opposing slope, stopping at the far eave strut.
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3. Fabric Installation (continued)
3.7 To complete the fabric installation, remove fasteners, clips
and banding at the eave strut, one bay at a time. Pull the
fabric taught and apply Energy Saver adhesive or optional
two-sided tape to the bottom of the eave strut and re-attach
fabric using ¾” metal tek screws and banding clips in the
same holes where previously located. Adhesives must be
applied to clean and dry surfaces. Finally, notch the fabric
around the purlins and seal to the top of the rafters with brush
adhesive or optional two-sided tape. This will be the final
opportunity to tighten and smooth fabric.
WARNING - The last 6
feet of intermediate
bays does not have
leading edge fall
protection until
adjacent bay is
completed.

Some bay spaces may be wider than can be
accommodated with a single piece of Energy Saver
Fabric. If two pieces of fabric are required, please refer
to the Silvercote Energy Saver fabric splicing detail in
the TECHNICAL DETAILS section
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4. Unfaced Glass Mineral Wool Insulation Installation

4.2
4.3
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4.1 Unfaced insulation can now
be installed on the liner
4.1
fabric. The first/lower
layer is installed
within the purlin cavity
and provided by
Silvercote in custom
cut widths, based on
the building purlin spacing.
Compare metal building frame cross
sections with provided jobsite cutlist to
determine the optimal location of insulation rolls. Some rolls may
be supplied slightly wider than building drawings specify.

VIEW FROM
ABOVE
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4.2 The second/top layer of unfaced insulation is now installed above the lower
layer unfaced (perpendicular to the purlins), creating a thermal break below the metal roof panels.
4.3 If thermal blocks are required (not by Silvercote), install per building manufacturer’s recommendations.
*Most industry experts believe that the space between the fabric and the outer metal panels should be fully filled
with insulation in order to avoid potential condensation problems.

5. Metal Building Roofing Installation
5.1 Install roof steel and accessories per metal building manufacturer’s recommendations.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
Perpendicular Banding Field Splice
Silvercote provides 1” white steel banding in 500’ coil lengths. At times, field
splicing this banding will be required due to the design width of a building.
Cross banding, installed sidewall to sidewall, can be field spliced by using
a provided banding clip on the underside of a purlin. Install the bottom
length of banding through the clip and drill a ¾” TEK screw through the
banding, banding clip, and through the upper length of banding into the purlin.
WARNING: Never splice banding within 10’ of the eaves of a building,
and never splice the cross band immediately adjacent to intermediate rafters.
NOTE: White spray paint may be applied to the banding clip to improve
appearance.
Parallel Banding Installation Supplement
If Banding rolls are not long enough to install in one piece use
the following method.

Purlin

Banding
Clip
Banding
Banding

2” min.

¾” TEK Screw

1-¼” tek screw

• Using a banding clip, install end of banding roll #1 to one
side of the intermediate roof beam.
• Using a banding clip install end of banding roll #2 to the
other side of the same roof beam. End at end wall.

Fabric Field Splice
In some instances, where a building is too wide for the Energy Saver FP fabric to be installed from eave to eave
in one full piece, field splicing may be required. On a double slope building, this can be done at the first purlin
down from the ridge. On a single slope building, the splice will be made at a pre-determined purlin, mid-slope.
Splice
Location

Purlin
Fabric
Banding

Double
Sided Tape or
Brush Adhesive

TEK SCREW INSTALLATION GUIDELINES:
A standard screw gun with a depth sensitive nosepiece should be used to install Tek fasteners. For optimal fastener
performance, the screw gun should be a minimum of 6 amps and have an RPM range of 0-2500 (maximum 1800
RPM is recommended for Teks 5 fasteners, which are the fasteners supplied for use with this clip).
Overdriving may result in torsional failure of the fastener or strip out of the substrate. The fastener must
penetrate beyond the metal structure a minimum of 3 pitches of thread.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS (continued)
BANDING CLIP DETAIL (U.S. Patent No. 8,015,769)
1. When installing both the cross banding and longitudinal banding, insert the 1” white steel banding through the
Energy Saver Banding clip, leaving approximately 4” to 6” of extra banding. The fastener and the center
fastening point of the banding clip must be flush with the surface of the beam and fully tightened (torqued to a
minimum 150 in. lbs.). This will yield proper pull out strength by correctly compressing the banding against the
steel framing.
2. Where the bands intersect the endwall rafters, drill the provided 1 ¼” TEK screw down through the clip, then
through banding and into the building’s endwall rafter.
3. Where the bands intersect the eave struts, drill the provided ¾” TEK screw up through the clip, then through
the banding and into the eave strut. Any cross band directly adjacent to a rafter must be spaced EXACTLY 6”
from rafter edge. Remaining cross bands should be spaced on equal centers, no greater than 60” apart.
Note: Clips may be painted white to match the banding and underside of the Energy Saver FP System fabric if
desired.
Note: The banding clip should be installed at the origination and termination point of each run of white
galvanized steel banding around the perimeter of the building. The clips should be positioned so that the screw
will first penetrate through the clip and then the banding using only one fastener. Do not install additional
fasteners through clip or directly through banding. Each clip should be tightened as securely as possible
(torqued to a minimum 150 in. lbs.), without stripping the threads. Longitudinal bands should be secured at
endwall rafters only. Do not use fasteners to secure longitudinal bands to any interior rafters.
FLANGE BRACE ATTACHMENT
Many metal building manufacturers can accommodate requests for a
modified attachment of the flange braces, which helps minimize
penetrations to the Energy Saver FP fabric. We suggest you check with
your supplier prior to ordering your building to see if something like the
accompanying detail is available. Note that the flange brace to purlin
connection is a critical detail that cannot be modified without approval
from a qualified engineer.
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